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Learning InDesign
Brilliant InDesign CS5 - What you need to know and how to do it 
By Steve Johnson
Prentice Hall (2010), 556 pages, marked price £18.99, ISBN : 978-273-74065-0. Reviewed by Alison Peck FISTC.

Real World Adobe InDesign CS5 
By Olav Martin Kvern, David Blatner and Bob Bringhurst
Peachpit Press (2011), 801 pages plus online bonus material, ISBN: 978-0-321-71305-6. Reviewed by Alison Peck FISTC.

As a complete 
newcomer to 
InDesign, I decided to 
purchase this book 
to get me started on 
the right track, and 
hopefully save myself 

a lot of trial-and-error time.
The book is visually a treat. Good use 

is made of colour – 19 chapters, each 
associated with its own pastel shade 
– and the layout is consistent. There 
is an abundance of screenshots, each 
annotated and referred to in the text, 
making it easy to see exactly what is 
meant by each instruction.

The chapters mainly follow the 
same format. They all begin with an 
introductory page giving an overview 
of the area in question (‘Creating 
and Viewing a Document’, ‘Placing 
and Working with Graphics’). The 
introductory page also contains a brief 
list of the chapter’s contents under a 
“What you’ll do” heading. Each subject 
(usually a task) listed there has its 
own page within the chapter, with 
more complex tasks being allocated a 
double-page spread. Very occasionally, 
an additional information page was 
added – for example, there is a clear 
explanation on working with the 
different colour modes.

Within the chapters, each task page 
had a similar layout. On the left is a 
coloured box containing the step-by-
step instructions for the task, and on 
the right are the screenshots, with 
numbered callouts relating to the 
instructions where appropriate. Above 
each set of instructions is the task title, 
and to the right (above the screenshots) 
is a small introductory paragraph that 
puts the task in context.

I read the whole book but didn’t 
work my way through every task as, 
although I was new to InDesign, I’ve 
used a number of similar programs 
over the years and found that (for 
the most part) I could do the same 
things, just in a slightly different way. 
The instructions that I did follow 

to complete a particular task were 
straightforward and complete. I’m 
sure that as a complete beginner, this 
book would have you up-and-running 
very quickly, but users of previous 
versions haven’t been ignored. The very 
comprehensive table of contents marks 
which topics are new (something that 
couldn’t be done before or is now done 
very differently), and this ‘new’ marker 
is carried over into the text itself.

On the down side, I found some 
of the introductory sections a bit 
repetitive. It felt as if, having decided 
on a format and layout, that the author 
was occasionally struggling to find 
something to fill the allotted space. In 
some sections, the context information 
above the screenshots was specific to 
that task; in others, it was a direct copy 
of a paragraph in the introduction to 
the chapter. There were a few times 
when I missed information the first 
time through because I felt I’d already 
read about a task when in fact I hadn’t.

Just occasionally, some of the 
slightly more promotional elements 
got in the way of a clear explanation: 
the page describing exporting to Adobe 
Dreamweaver did not clearly state that 
this was a simple web-page export 
and not tied to Dreamweaver in any 
way (although I accept that is what 
the feature is called). This use of the 
program’s labels instead of the task 
names is fairly common throughout 
the book, although in fairness most are 
self-explanatory.

Summing up, I can thoroughly 
recommend this book both as a good 
example of our craft, and also as a 
comprehensive beginners/intermediate 
guide to InDesign CS5. 

Rating: OOOO  C

 About the author:
Steve Johnson has written a large number 
of books on computer software, mainly 
across the Adobe and Microsoft Office range, 
but also on operating systems (Windows 
7 and Mac OS X Snow Leopard). In 1991 
having previously worked for both Microsoft 
and Apple, he founded Perspection Inc.

This book is (almost) 
a one-stop shop. It 
covers just about 
everything you could 
possibly want to 
do with InDesign, 
with one notable 
exception: anything 

related to XML workflow and some 
scripts are not part of the printed 
material but instead have been made 
available online. In some ways, this 
makes a lot of sense, as you are quite 
likely to want to be able to copy and 
paste scripts. It just meant that another 
(relatively painless) step was needed to 
get the full picture – and it is still not 
in one place.

The book is written in a clear, 
accessible style. You are addressed 
directly, and Adobe’s terminology 
is explained rather than the authors 
assuming you will intuitively know what 
they mean. I do like, though, the fact 
that they mention what things are called 
(for example, “Adobe calls this the ‘drop 
zone’”) as it helps when checking other 
sources for help and guidance.

Visually, the book looks slightly 
cluttered. It is printed entirely in 
greyscale, and although good use is 
made of the wide left-hand margin 
to position side heads and other 
important information, this space is 
also occasionally used for annotations 
for the various screen shots.

The screen shots are lovely and clear, 
and some effects (for example, semi-
transparency) are used to clarify the 
written instructions. Tables display 
details such as keyboard shortcuts, 
but I found these a little confusing 
in that they do not always appear in 
the section you would expect. For 
example, the keyboard shortcuts for 
the available tools are in the section 
entitled ‘Using the Tools Panel’ and 
not in the section called ‘Keyboard 
Shortcuts’. However, the very 
comprehensive index (61 pages) is 
extremely useful in finding that  
elusive snippet.
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I found the organisation of the 
material in the book logical (for the 
most part) but relatively uninspiring. 
Chapter titles include ‘Page Layout’, 
‘Text’, ‘Type’, ‘Drawing’ and – just 
to add a spark of interest – ‘Where 
Text Meets Graphics’. The overall feel 
of the book is more that of telling 
me how to do something I already 
want to do, rather than suggesting 
techniques I may want to consider. 
Generally, enough background 
information is provided to help make 
sense of the instructions – so some 
of the terminology surrounding 
colour management and printing are 
explained – but you still need to have 
a clear idea of what you are trying to 
achieve.

The step-by-step instructions are 
clear but the lack of examples to 
follow through makes this book less 
of a learning experience and more of 
a reference manual. I can go for quite 
some time without using InDesign for 
a project, so I see this book being an 
invaluable resource – I can reach for it 
whenever I need to jog my memory.

Note: InDesign CS5.5 was released 
shortly after I bought this book, which 
provides more support for some of the 
electronic publishing formats (ePub, 
for example). InDesign CS6 has recently 
been released. 

Rating: OOOO  C

 About the authors:
Olav Martin Kvern is a graphic designer, 
illustrator and software designer. At the 
time the book was published, he was on the 
Adobe Developer Technologies Team – and 
may still be there.
David Blatner has written (and co-written) 
more than 15 books, and is the editorial 
director of InDesign Magazine.
Bob Bringhurst was an Adobe Senior 
Technical Writer for 12 years, creating 
the technical documentation for Adobe 
InDesign since the product came into 
being.

Comparison

Brilliant InDesign is a clear book, ideal 
for learning how to use InDesign. It 
uses step-by-step examples to guide 
you, and is very easy to read. The 
examples also provide a source of 
inspiration for those of us who do not 
specialise in page layout and design.

Real World Adobe InDesign CS5 can 
be used to learn InDesign, but I find 
it more valuable as a reference book. 
It is much easier to look something 
up in this book and find detailed 
instructions, but you need to already 
know what you are trying to achieve.
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